
Notes

While all the information, and intent of reproduction is expected to be the
exact same,  within each and every notebook as filed in this court.  With the
addition of an opening page/ with “jury questions” and its “ad”.  There is a slight
difference in index dividers, as there were not enough of any particular style to
finish out fifteen books.  Consequently there are three kinds used/ those with only
five tabs, begin the writing, with its initiating cause. 

That beginning writing:  contains the original three filings, descriptive of
the initiating cause combined;  with jury selection questions, and “the ad”; joined
to it. 

 The last five filings have consistent labeling of one through five.
One examines freedom and democracy
Two examines justice and the courtroom
Three examines the critical relationship of threats that can exterminate us

all, with regard to this trial, demanding redress.
Four authors, the existence of liberty, within the framework consistent

with ownership called we the people.
Five examines truth, and our relationship with life and nation.

It is noted and explained: that all levels of the court in both the state of IL,
and the nation called USA have been tested with regards to redress of grievances:
“a guaranteed right, and LAW of both the state and this nation.  ALL courts/ ALL
judiciary/ and ALL lawyers and police, including the supreme court of IL and
the United States have refused REDRESS as their law.  Which is treason/ open
rebellion/ and the reality of anarchy against us.

That leaves the reality of OUR CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, up to you.  That
requires of this jury, to understand: the only path left for attaining our true
democracy: the law called redress;  that stipulates we are the owners here:  as WE
THE PEOPLE.  Is up to you.  

Even if you choose for redress, a law that has no case file/ because no 
courtroom has NEVER honored it.  The reality is: this court is likely to overturn
your decision/ the reason does not matter, some damn rule will suffice.  And the
public media will NOT honor this nation, because it disrupts their power, their
pride and propaganda establishing control.   But you are free, “to try” for the sake
of the nation.  You are duty bound, by the truth of what it means to stand up for us
all/ “like a soldier”, whether the price is everything, or next to nothing: the
demand to arise and do what you can do, is here placed on you.


